Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is used to measure the instantaneous twodimensional velocity field in turbulent, planar mixing layers at varying levels of compressibility. The structure of the instantaneous velocity and vorticity fields are seen to display similar variation with compressibility as the scalar field, with the spatial intermittency of the velocity field tied to the interfaces of the large-scale structures. The compressible case displays multiple thin sheets of vorticity within the layer, rather than diffuse regions spanning its transverse extent. The importance of the lab-frame Mach number, particularly in compressible layers, is suggested by the presence of steep velocity gradients near the instantaneous sonic line within the mixing layer. In addition to lending structural interpretations such as these, the PIV data may also be used in large-ensemble fashion to provide turbulence statistics previously obtained using pointwise measurement techniques. Finally, the effect of sub-boundary layer mixing enhancement techniques on the velocity field is observed by means of plan-view measurements. 
Nomenclature

Introduction
H
IGH-MACH number aerospace propulsion applications require rapid molecular mixing between gaseous streams in the presence of compressibility effects. The two-stream plane shear layer has served as an important model for this family of flows; its relatively simple initial and boundary conditions and well-defined parameter space facilitate numerical and experimental studies alike. For incompressible layers, the primary variables are the density and velocity ratios s and r, and the Reynolds number of the shear, Re δ ≡ ∆U δ/ν.
Since the mixing layer is ideally a free shear flow, the frame of reference in which to define a Mach number parametrizing compressibility has proved to be problematic. Early workers 1, 2 defined a reference frame convecting downstream with the large-scale turbulent structures within the layer, at some velocity U c . Given U c , the Mach number M c of each freestream is readily calculated with reference to its own speed of sound. The difficulty lies in modeling U c , a task which presupposes that the structures are sufficiently coherent that a single value suffices to describe their motion. If freestream fluid is assumed to come to rest isentropically in the convective frame, U c may be calculated via pressure-matching arguments, and leads to M c = (U 1 − U 2 )/(a 1 + a 2 ) for both streams when the specific-heat ratios of the freestreams are identical. This model has proven useful in collapsing experimental data: early experiments 2, 3 using Pitot-pressure, schlieren, and planar scalar imaging techniques documented significant suppression of mixing layer growth and change in large-scale structure with increasing compressibility, while pointwise velocity measurements 4-6 revealed the associated alteration of turbulence quantities. However, despite the success of the isentropic M c in correlating data, experiments have measured values of U c considerably different from that calculated using the isentropic assumption. 7, 8 Furthermore, some work in both nonreacting 9 and reacting 10 flows has suggested that multiple convective velocities may be identified, particularly in compressible layers where three-dimensionality and distortion of the structures become prominent. Additionally, linearized stability analysis 11 predicts that certain combinations of compressibility and heat release can yield a situation where multiple instability modes can coexist, permitting the formation of 'fast' and 'slow' families of large-scale structures, as contrasted with the single, central mode present in incompressible, nonreacting layers.
Thus, the nature and role of large-scale structures is a central issue in understanding the behavior of compressible shear layers. Although they are frequently defined as regions of vortical motion, or phase-averaged vorticity, previous experimental work has used the scalar field to identify large-scale structures. By contrast, the present effort seeks to make velocity field measurements via PIV, providing a definitive connection between structure and the kinematic behavior of the layer. Other workers 12, 13 have demonstrated the utility of PIV in supersonic flows, in addition to identifying and addressing experimental issues related to these applications. The present study reflects refinements in apparatus and technique which have yielded significant improvements in resolution, data yield, and measurement accuracy since our preliminary work 14 in this area.
Experimental apparatus and technique
Flow facility
A two-stream blowdown wind tunnel ( Figure 1 • . This has the effect of accelerating both streams, 15 bringing the low-speed stream slightly supersonic by the imaging station, with significantly reduced overall shear. Table 1 summarizes the experimental conditions.
The mixing-enhanced case is presented at M c = 0.63 only, and reproduces a condition previously reported from this facility. 16 Enhancement is effected by means of thin (approximately one quarter of the 99% boundary-layer thickness) disturbances attached at the downstream end of the supersonic nozzle. The disturbances are equilateral triangles, 1.6 cm on a side, placed in an array of five with the bases aligned along the splitter tip ( Figure 2 ). This configuration was shown to introduce a 40% increase in layer growth rate, with no loss of mixing efficiency and minimal stagnation pressure losses.
Solid titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) tracer particles are seeded into both streams using fluidized bed seeders. Butterfly valves in the freestream gas supply systems divert a portion (≈ 5%) of each stream through the seeders, yielding a heavily-seeded carrier gas stream which is subsequently remixed with the main flow. In order to address the particle agglomeration which plagues velocimetry with solid seeds, hydrodynamic cyclones and impactors are placed between the seeder outlets and the injection point; these enforce an effective diameter cutoff around 0.4 µm. Re-injection of the carrier gas streams takes place far enough upstream of the settling chambers that both entire freestreams are evenly seeded. This approach, while wasting seed in regions not illuminated by the laser sheet, simplifies planar measurements in multiple locations and helps to eliminate biases based on the origin of the tracer particles. To circumvent erratic transient performance of the fluidized beds, the seeding circuits are opened after the freestream conditions have stabilized; similarly, the seeders are valved off at the completion of imaging, but before the tunnel is stopped. Seeding level is manually controlled in real time using feedback provided by a CCD television camera viewing the same region of the test section as the PIV camera.
PIV system
The (side-view) PIV data acquisition system appears in Figure 3 . Illumination is provided by a two-cavity Quanta-Ray PIV-400 pulsed Nd:YAG laser delivering collinear beams of 532 nm light at up to 400 mJ per laser per 8 ns pulse. For cases at high M c , short values of the pulse separation, typically 200 ns, are required in order to prevent the spanwise motions which characterize compressible mixing layers from conveying particles out of the imaging plane between the two realizations. Scattering from the particles is collected at 90
• age, and velocity vectors are calculated by means of an FFT-based autocorrelation whose peaks are localized using a Gaussian curve fit. For the compressible cases, the imaged region is 25 mm square; at M c = 0.24, the magnification is lower, yielding a 37 mm square region. Interrogation regions are 64-80 pixels square, yielding spatial resolution of 0.8-1.2 mm. Since there are no velocity reversals in the lab frame in this flow, no biasing or tagging is necessary to resolve directional ambiguity. However, the short pulse separation used in the compressible case demands the use of a rotating mirror in the imaging path to add a positive bias to the particle-image displacements at the imaging plane. This is crucial since the presence of a central peak in the autocorrelation function enforces a strict minimum value for the displacement. Biasing of the displacement also compresses the dynamic range between the freestream velocities, another benefit for the M c = 0.63 and M c = 0.79 cases. By contrast, the M c = 0.24 case has a dynamic range of only about 1.5, and the reduced out-of-plane motion permits much longer values of ∆t, so the mirror is not used.
Seeding considerations
Extensive investigation
14 has led to the combination of seeding hardware and tracer particles used in the wind tunnel. In situ particle lag measurements across a wedge-generated oblique shock yielded a characteristic particle time τ p of 3.5 µs, leading to a worst-case Stokes number of 0.06 and an estimated particle diameter of 0.4 µm.
Results
Particle images
Typical side-view particle images for the three cases appear in Figure 4 . Flow is from left to right, and the high-speed stream is at the top. For the M c = 0.63 and M c = 0.79 cases, the field of view has been set to coincide with the transverse extent of the mixing layer; we present a broader view from preliminary survey measurements at M c = 0.24. Also, the upper-right corner of the M c = 0.24 images is shadowed by a broken shutter blade; this region is suppressed in the velocity fields presented below and excluded from all data averaging. Seeding has been set with the goal of equalizing the tracer particle densities of the two freestreams in order to minimize measurement biases. The two higher-compressibility cases presented here are significantly affected by compressibility; previous studies have shown growth-rate suppression to begin around M c = 0.3 and to saturate as M c approaches unity.
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Velocity fields
Use of the rotating mirror where required permits analysis yields exceeding 99%, minimizing or obviating the need for interpolation. Velocity fields corresponding to the images in Figure 4 appear in Figure 5 . In order to illustrate the instantaneous cross-stream velocity profiles more clearly, only every third column of computed vectors is shown. In the transverse direction, 50 vectors are shown, yielding 50% overlap of the interrogation regions at M c = 0.63 and M c = 0.79, and 38% at M c = 0.24. For the compressible cases, we notice that the instantaneous transverse velocity profiles exhibit significant excursions from the average, including local extrema and regions of near-freestream velocity values penetrating well into the envelope of the time-averaged layer thickness. This intermittency, along with meandering patterns of v velocity, has spatial scales similar to those of the large-scale structures observed in scalar visualizations 3 of the flow, and decreases in definition with increasing compressibility as the scalar structures do.
These structural features are rendered more readily when the velocities are displayed in a frame of reference convecting downstream at the isentropicallycalculated U c . The velocities for four representative images for each case are mapped into this frame in Figure 6 , and presented along with contours of instantaneous vorticity. In each case, the first realization corresponds to that presented in Figures 4, 5 , and 7. The other three are intended to be a representative sample, with the fourth illustrating exceptions to our general observations. These fields represent direct measurements of the vortical structure of the compressible mixing layer, as opposed to visualizations of structure through proxies such as density gradient (schlieren) or scalar concentration field. In this way, we may interpret the interaction of the velocity field with the structures previously observed to undergo important changes via compressibility. In Figure 6 (a), we observe the classical incompressible structure familiar from early visualizations. 17 The top three images feature well-defined 'rollers' of similar vorticity, along with the 'braid' region between adjacent vortices. However, this structure develops slowly at such low shear, and our observation point is sufficiently far upstream that some realizations, such as the fourth, do not exhibit the structure clearly. This corresponds with the scalar visualizations of Clemens, 3 in which the definition of the rollers increases markedly in the second half of the field of view. Of course, our side-view measurements do not provide information about the spanwise coherence of the structures.
The well-known degeneration into more diffuse, three-dimensional structure at compressible conditions is manifested in Figures 6(b) and 6(c), where regions of concentrated vorticity never span the full transverse extent of the layer. Instead, the vorticity is seen usually to reside in one or more thin sheets, inclined at an angle to the streamwise axis. The absence of cross-stream communication between these sheets is reminiscent of the results of high-M c linearized stability analysis 11 and suggests a link to growth-rate suppression. Since these vorticity features are contained within the layer, rather than defining its freestream interfaces as in the incompressible case, they are best revealed via direct velocity measurement. By contrast, the scalar field tends to obscure phenomena which do not lie near the interfaces, due to the cumulative nature of the mixing process.
As previously mentioned, the nature and evolution of the large-scale structures is central to our physical view of the mixing layer, since it is in their frame that we parametrize compressibility. Through the transverse excursion of the U = U c line in Figures 6 (b) and 6(c), these results reinforce the notion suggested by previous scalar visualizations that the structures are ill-defined and rapidly distorted under compressible conditions, leading to difficulty in characterizing their convective frame of reference.
Contour plots of velocity magnitude ( Figure 7 ) provide another useful view of the data. In the compressible cases, regions of large instantaneous velocity gradient are generally observed at two separate transverse locations, one adjacent to each freestream interface. Although the structure described by these high-gradient regions is diffuse, it is of similar spatial scale to that of the discrete vorticity sheets described above, suggesting that interaction with the regions drives momentum exchange between entrained fluid and the layer. Furthermore, the steep gradients associated with the low-speed edges of the structures coincide with the local sonic velocity, which we have indicated by a new cycle of the grayscale map in Figures 7(b) and 7(c) . This is particularly evident in the M c = 0.63 case, for which the two freestreams have equal specific heat ratios. Although in principle a free-shear flow, in which compressibility effects are defined in a convecting frame, the layer demonstrates here a sensitivity to lab-frame effects as well. Indeed, small sub-boundary layer disturbances have been shown to be highly effective in promoting layer growth rate. 16 The velocity magnitude fields for the M c = 0.24 case are quite different, almost invariably having only one transverse location with high instantaneous gradients. This location coincides very closely with the central, high-gradient region of the average velocity profile (Figure 8 ), rather than either freestream interface. Since both streams are supersonic, there is no lab-frame sonic line.
Large-ensemble statistics
Turbulence statistics for the mixing layer are obtained by using the multiple transverse profiles present in each PIV image, and expanding the ensemble through the acquisition of multiple images. Typical profiles for the compressible cases reflect 7500 independent measurements at each point. Velocity, velocity fluctuation, and Reynolds stress profiles for the three cases appear in Figure 8 . The highly variable instantaneous u profiles of Figure 5 are seen to relax to smooth, well-behaved curves. Furthermore, the decrease in transverse turbulence intensity σ v and Reynolds stress u v with increasing compressibility revealed in LDV studies 4, 5 is also evident in our PIV result. This effect is particularly important because of its link to growth-rate suppression.
18 Future work will repeat the M c = 0.24 measurements at comparable resolution and ensemble size to the compressible data, facilitating further comparison between the cases.
Effects of mixing enhancement
When the small-disturbance mixing enhancement is applied to the layer, the increase in growth rate is accompanied by streamwise striation of the scalar structure as observed in plan and end views.
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This observation suggests the presence of spanwisestationary streamwise vortices generated by the disturbances; indeed the spatial period of the bands is equal to the spacing of the disturbances on the splitter tip. The effect is confirmed by the present velocity measurements: plan-view u and w velocity fields at M c = 0.63 for layers without and with enhancement appear in Figure 9 . The effect of the disturbances on both components is clear, and the bands are again aligned with the disturbance locations; this feature is particularly noteworthy in light of the fact that the imaging location is over 14 disturbance spacings downstream -a considerable distance for spanwise features of the order of the layer thickness to persist. Side-view measurements have suggested that these effects are accompanied by fundamental changes in the cross-stream velocity and vorticity profiles; forthcoming work will present the full data set and provide further interpretation.
Summary and conclusions
This work has used PIV to obtain side-view and plan-view planar velocity fields of turbulent shear layers over a range of compressibility. The resulting well-resolved, high-yield data sets lend themselves to both structural and statistical interpretation. The instantaneous velocity fields are seen to display structure similar to that observed in instantaneous scalar visualizations. However, details of the vortical structure, particularly in the compressible case, are revealed through direct velocity measurement. At high M c , thin sheets of vorticity appear within the layer thickness, and appear to be isolated from one another, a situation predicted by linearized stability analysis and possibly related to growth-rate suppression. Steep velocity gradients exist at the local sonic speed in the lab frame, suggesting a sensitivity to wall disturbances which is confirmed by the success of small-scale perturbations as mixing enhancements. Previous measurements of turbulence statistics are borne out, particularly the decreases in transverse turbulence intensity and Reynolds stress due to compressibility. Further work will focus on obtaining a M c = 0.24 data set of size and resolution comparable to those of the compressible cases, and on further analysis and interpretation of the data presented here. 
